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President's
house gets
anew look
by Kylynn ~· Kosoff
Staff reporter

Department heads to organize
.Nelson says already too many committees
by Michael Radice
Editor

. Music Department Chairman Russ Shultz told the Faculty Senate last week that he
plans to form a committee of
all department heads to exchange ideas and improve
communication.
The committee, to be called
the Academic Department
Chair's Organization (ADCO)
is open to all department
chairs and program directors
who have budgetary responsibilities.
In addition to the exchange
of ideas, ADCO will have these
other purposes:
• To provide a forum
for the exchange of ideas in
order to assist the campus
community.
• To serve as liaison
to the a·d minstration and other
campus groups in order to
enhance the efficiency of the
academic departments.
•To protect the interests of the members of the
group [department heads].
The move came as a surprise

"I want to make the
current system
work." "Just give
me a chance to do
that."

"Go for it."

-President Ivory V. Nelson

-Music Department
Chairperson .
Russ Shultz

to President Ivory V. Nelson,
who was at the meeting.
Nelson said there were already too many committees
and that the formation of another would add to bureaucratic problems already
plaguing Central.
"I want to make the current

system work," he said. "Just
give me a chance to do that.~
Shultz said if a situation
arises that proves the group
[ADCO] should cease to exist, the group would consider
disbanding.
.
"I'll take that as a challenge," Nelson said.

Shultz responded "Go for it."
The decision of the department heads to band together
comes on the heels of a comment made by Nelson concerning the fate of some academic departments on campus.
Nelson suggested that departments with less than 15
faculty should be integrated
with other departments. This,
he said, would ease Central's
budget crunch and improve
the university's general education program.
''We have a problem in our
general education program,"
Nelson said. "It must be
funded first.
"Our funding situation has
gotten us into trouble-the
money needs to go to general
education first," he said.
Nelson called on the faculty
senate to help in establishing
a strategic plan for Central.
''We need to get people talking to each other," he said.
''When that happens, interesting things start happening."

Central's Board of Trustees
has authorized spending
$35,000 to renovate living
quarters for President Ivory
V. Nelson and his wife.
Board members toured the
home after former president
Donald L. Garrity left for Japan. They found that very
little work had been done to
the residence since it was expanded in the 1960s.
The funds, not te exceed
$35,000, will come from the
university's capital budget,
which is used strictly for construction and remodeling.
Remodeling will b~ done only
on the resiaence section of the
home. The other section of
the building is used for receptions and other university
functions.
Maintenance work on the
house began last January
when all the interior surfaces
were painted. This type of
work is not included in the
capital budget. It comes from
a different budget which is
used year around for upgrading university facilities such
as landscaping, painting and
cleaning.
The remodeling of the
president's home is expected
to begin in the next couple of
weeks. Plans range from rep lacing carpets, draperies,
cabinets, counter tops and
the dishwasher to revising
light switch operations in the
master bedroom.
Completion is scheduled
prior to Mrs. Nelson's arrival
from Texas in June, according
to John Holman, director of
Facilities Management.
''What we hope to do is have
most of the interior work done
by the time she moves here
with her household furnishings," Holman said.
Facilities Management recently discussed items that
need to be done on the house
with the Nelsons. Additional
suggestions were given by the
Nelsons on specific changes
that they would like to have
made. The next step is to seek
bids on sections of the work,
such as carpet replacement,
from various companies.
The house, located on 10th

See HOUSE/page 2
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Renovations to be paid out of
capital budget
From HOUSE/page 1

Kristen Kail Absher/The Observer

The presidential mansion on tenth street has been the home of many Central presidents.
Soon, the Nelsons will see a $35,000 improvement.

Avenue, was built in the 1940s.
Former university president
Robert McConnell and his
family were the first to reside
in the home after Central purchased it. The McConnells left
in 1959. No Central president
lived in it again until 1961,
when President James ijrooks
and his family moved in. ·
During Brooks' administration, several additions were
built on the house, including a
second story in the residence
section, a reception hall, and
an room adjoining the reception

hall. These were the last expansions to the residence.
The Brooks family lived in
the house until 1978. Recently, Brooks, who is now a
professor of geography here
at Central, and his wife toured
the house. They said the
house hadn't changed much
since they lived there.
"It's really in excellent condition," Brooks said.
Brooks helped design the
expansion built in the 60s.
He wanted the additions to
.blend in with the original
house. From the outside, it
looks .as though the entire
house was built all at once,
Brooks said.

Nelson implements plan for minorities and women
by Katy Anderson
News editor

President Ivory V. Nelson
has implemented a plan to
increase minority representation among Central's faculty, staffand administration.
The plan includes requiring
women and minority representation on all search committees and keeping searches
open until an adequate number of minority and women
candidates have applied.
Nelson said he is committed
to this plan so Central can
meet the demands of the
state's Higher Education Coordinating Board and "the
needs of a state whose population (and future work force)
is becoming increasingly diverse."
Nelson said his strategies
"have proven successful at

RESERVE

other institutions of higher
education."
"Individuals who appoint
search committees are required to include women and·
minorities as members in the
recruitment and selection of
their colleagues," Nelson
stated in an April 6 memo to
all administrators, faculty and
staff.
"Their participation will enhance committee recruitment
and outreach efforts as well
as provide valuable perspectives during the screening and
interview stages of the
search," Nelson said.
Nelson asked departments
with no women or minorities
on their faculty to appoint individuals from outside their
department.
Departments that already
have search committees in effect will be expected to include
women and minorities as

OFFICERS'

space becomes available, he
said.
Second, Nelson said he will
make recruiting women and
minorities a top priority.
"Search committees will develop aggressive recruitment
measures to attract minority
and women candidates," he
said.
''When applicant pools do not
reflect diversity (based on
availability data from the Affi rma ti v e Action Office),
searches will be extended and
recruitment will continue until
women and minority candidates are adequately represented."
Nelson said his intention is to
"open up the search process and
allow for fuller participation of
women and people of color, as
both decision makers and as
applicants."
Nelson said his order was in
effect immediately.

TRAINING

CORPS

ELLENSBURG FLORAL
Secretaries Week
April 20-24 .
421 N.
Pearl

925-4149.:·

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS TBIS·SUMMER.
Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC leadership training. With pay, without obligation.
You'll develop the discipline, self-confidence
and decisiveness it takes to succeed in any career.
And you'll qualify to earn Army officer credentials
while you're completing your college studies.
Find out more. Contact Captain Brogren
at Peterson Rall, Room 202, or call 963-3518.

I

IRMYROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMDTEST COi.LEGE

COURSE YOU CU TUE.
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-Kathy Watson's recent odyssey through Central's
parking lots started on a chilly
April morning, when she
drove into the lot north of the
psychology building and discovered that the parking
ticket dispenser was missing«
Kathy, a senior at Central,
had parked there throughout
the previous quarter. "I was
late for class, so I whipped in
there and-the machine was
Walt Atkinson/The Observer
gone!" Still fuming, she reTicket
dispensers
are
disapearing
all
over
campus.
lated how she drove to the lot
in front ofNicholson Pavilion,
only to find that its ticket
Wendell Hill, Central's
make a long-term commitdispenser had also been reauxiliary services director,
ment," he added.
moved.
offered answers to Kathy's
Hill said he removed three
Revving up her little fourfrustrated questions about
spitters, two from the lot
cylinder to a roar, she sped on
the missing 'spitters.' "Since
south of Nicholson Pavilion
"over to the skinny lot behind
Barge and Shaw-Smyser
and one from north of the
the pool," she said. No luck halls are being remodeled,
psychology building. "But we
there, either. She tried the
more faculty have been movput one in at the gravel lot
library lot. It was full. "I ended ing to the north side of camwest of Tomlinson Field," he
up parking in somebody's
pus and that created parking
said.
backyard," she shrugged.
problems," he said. Most of
The 50-cent daily permits
"After class, I moved my car them buy quarterly permits.
are only good for the lots
all the way down to Bouillon
"The first right (to park)
where purchased, said Hill.
to park."
should go to the people who
But ~ampus meter attendants

BERNl~El
STUD-ENTS ALWAYS
RECEIVE 20% OFF
EVERYTHING IN STORE
410 N. PEARL

925-5942

National News Briefs
Las Vegas - Former President Ronald Reagan, speaking at the National Association of Broadcasters Tuesday,
was shaken as an antinuclear activist rushed the
stage and smashed a crystal
statue.
Glass pieces hit Reagan in
the head but he was not hurt.
Secret Service ae-ents

t::ll""

Cl

grabbed the man and
hustled him away as Reagan
looked on.

a

-

The city turned off the
electricity in downtown
buildings. No injuries were
reported. Power was expected back on Wednesday.

Chicago -Life came to
stand-still in downtown
Chicago Monday after 250
million gallons of water from
the Chicago River leaked
into underground tunnels.

•

,,

,.....-

::breathe a little easier. So pick up o canvas or nylon

....,

have been giving just warnings the first week of the quarter and this week due to the
changes. Starting next week,
however, it will be ''business
as usual," according to campus
police. Cars that do not display
any ticket on the dash will be
cited. No parking permits are
needed after 4:30 p.m. and on
weekends.
Hill said he is adding four
30-minute parking spaces in
front of the gym for free parking. They will be near the
crosswalk at 14th Avenue. The
signs should be up within a
few days, he said. He also plans
to add four 15-minute spaces
north of Hertz Hall.
He recommends that people
buy $20 quarterly permits in
Mitchell Hall if they regularly
park on campus. Twelve dollar permits for graveled lots
only are also available, as well
as $6.50 motorcycle permits
for parking in designated motorcycle areas.Weekly permits
can also be purchased and
yearly permits offer substantial savings. Permits can also
be obtained by mail.

.

.

Atlanta -The PGA's hottest
player, Fred Couples, continued his winning ways by
taking The Masters Sunday
by two shots over Ray Floyd~
The Seattle native has won
six PGA tour events in the
past 10 months.

·~

./

·.
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Johannesburg, South
Africa -After a turbulent
34 year marriage, Nelson and
Winnie Mandela have
announced they are separating.
·
Citing ten'sions because of
differences over several
issues, the Mandelas said the
separation is amicable.
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·Experience comfort in exciting new colors
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Mundy's Shoes Store

_ _ ___
Downtown Ellensburg

ca.
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. DOYOUKNOWWllO ELSE
HE'S CHARMED THE PANTS OFF OF?
You may be having sex with someone who had sex with someone who has AIDS.
1b lay to rest your fear of AIDS, don't get laid by a lie. Know your pa.rtnet Demand the truth.
1b know more about AIDS, call the Madison AIDS Support Network at 255-1711.
AIDS. It stops with you.

·s \<o'/$o-\o? RUBBLE
Good used
household
furnishings,
glassware,
tables, beds,
etc.

Live Easter Bunnies
for Sale!
925-9047
305 N. Pine
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Proposed science building to replace parking lot
by Estrella T. Faelnar

building so that it would meet
safety standard codes.
It was later decided that a
new science complex is needed
that would "have the flexibility
to serve the science community
in Ellensburg for the next 100
years," said Holman.
The new science complex
would open up Dean Hall for
occupation by other university
offices. Potential occupants
include all of the special services offices in Kamola Hall,
the telecommunications building across from the power plant,
and Information Services in
Bouillon Hall.
Central's Facilities Manage-

ment has been working on
building plans for the estimated $90 million project since
last fall with three architectural companies -Tsang
Partnerships, from Tacoma; .
Sasaki Associates, an international company in San Francis co;
and
McClellan
Copenhagen, an international
company oflab planners based
in Seattle. Construction is predicted to begin in the spring of
1994 and would probably continue over three biennia, or six
years.
The $54 million science building will have a four-story wing
on the west side and three-

A Beek resident reported that
one hundred dollars was taken
from her handbag last Tues• According to campus police, day.
•Campus police responded
two mountain bikes were taken
from Student Village and to Kamola Hall after an LGA
Stephens-Whitney o'n Satur- reported that a loud alarm clock
day. One was a men's black was going off on Sunday. The
fifteen speed with yellow trim, residents of the room were not
the other was a men's eighteen home, so the officer entered
speed bike locked to a stairwell and shut it off. They then seat Stephens-Whitney. The lock cured the door and left.
•An Al-Monty resident reis also missing.
• AMuzzall resident was cited ported that a glass covering on
for MIP/Malicious Mischief a fire extinguisher was broafter an LGA reported he was ken on Saturday. According to
drinking and damaging prop- campus police, there are no
suspects or witnesses at this
erty in the hall.

time.
•On Friday, a door was found
broke open at Hertz Hall by a
person who was locking up the
building. A campus officer removed the broken door parts
and secured the door.
• Early Thursday morning, a
man was spotted climbing up
to a second floor ledge at
Courson Hall. According to
campus police, he entered the
building through a second floor

Staff reporter

Plans are underway to construct a new science building
between Dean Hall and Hertz
Hall on what is now the SUB
parking lot, according to John
Holman, director of facilities
management.
Originally, funds were allocated to conduct a pre-planning study to remodel Dean
Hall, the existing science
building. However, William
W. Barker, chairman of the
biology department, said it
would be "expensive" to remodel the 25-year-old science

By Andrew Martin

Staff reporter

I 1 FREE
SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION
FOR STUDENTS WHO NEED

•

MONEY
FOR COLLEGE
Every student Is ellglble for some
of financial
type

aid regardless of grades or parentaf Income.

COMPREHENSIVE DATABASE: Our data base of over 200,000 listings of scholarships and
grants .represent over $10 billion in private sector financial aid.
MANY AWARDS: Scholarships are available to students based on their career plans, family
heritage and academic interests.
UNIQUE RESEARCH: Our research department has located many scholarships
including awards for newspaper carriers, grocery clel'Xs, cheerleaders and non-smokers.
RESULTS QUAllAll'nED.
CALL ANYTIME FOR A FREE BROCHURE

(800) 283-8600

Ext

826

story wings on the north and
east sides. The complex will
house classrooms for chemistry, biology, science education
and physics.
Holman expects the dislocation ofthe SUB parking lot will
be ''hotly debated."
The plan calls for a 250,000square-foot ' building to be
placed 100 feet south of Dean
Hall and 100 feet north of Hertz
Hall. The parking lot would be
moved across D Street and
north of Fourteenth Avenue.
The proposal will be submitted to the president's advisory
committee as well as the board
of trustees and the adminis-

trative executive group, which
Holman said are "the main
directors of the fate of this
project."
If approved, funding for the
project will come from the
capital budget.
The proposal will be presented to Central President
Ivory V. Nelson May 11.
Holman said he is confident
that Nelson will agree that
the project is important.
"Nationally, there is a strong
push towards science at the
universityandKthrough 12th
(grade) levels," he said.
Central's science facilities
are about 2S years old.

window
the building
[l~lf:l~{J~l~~l1.~@[.:i:~~![ffi[[]~jl~l:·'jj:::jl['.:~=:]:~1~Jil]~~]:~l111fJ~~:t
the
sameand
way.left
Campus
officers !/
checked the building and the r;i;~:{;;:::;~J/:Iff@Urn:mI:I:;~:z{r?:~fr1If:JI)/{ViWYY'.Wr:~!l?t~rnrn:r:%r:
surrounding area along with
Ellensburg police, but did not
locate the man. They said that
the man did not disturb anything, in the building.
• A physically challenged person in a wheelchair fell down
two stairs between Hitchcock
and Meisner Hall on Thursday.
The Barto resident suffered a
laceration to his chin and
scrapes to his hands and fingers. He was transported to
Kittitas Valley Community
Hospital by ambulance for
treatment.
• Two police officers were injured in a charity boxing event
last Friday in the SUB. One
officer has cracked ribs and the
other is doing just fine.

St~ticired
oose

Walrus
Scratch-n-Sniff
(try if you dare)

Q KIM'S
GEMSTONE
CUTTING
fine jewelry - jewelry repair

gem faceting - polishing

WIN A 5-FOOT COLLECTIBLE EASTER RABBIT!
Clara O'Hare-A is her name, raftle tickets arc $1 each, and all proceeds.
will be donated to The Chililren's MMSeum. Giveaway Date: April 18th.

APRIL l 7TH & 18TH-CUSTOM EASTER BASKETS! Marian Gerrits
will be at the Stencileil Goo.re to personally custom design your Easter Basket.
OUR VERY OWN "EASTER RABBIT" iM:LL DELIVER THE BASKETS TO
You ON CAMPUS!
•

OPEN DAILY 8

a.:m. to 8 p.m. •

THE STENCILED GOOSE• 1714 Canyon Road• lEllcnsburg, WA 98926 •Phone: (509)925-9494

(Exit #109 off I-90 at Ellensb"YJJ-Nu:t to the WinJ Breai Deli/New TIXll&o St1itia & the Ellm.rnw Best Western Inn)

HIGH QUALITY
FAST SERVICE
SPECIAL ORDERS
Diamonds - Rubies
Emeralds - Sapphire~
Ellensburg Blues
Amethyst
Semi-precious Stones
Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sun.Noon-5
109 W 3rd. 925-4900
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EDITORIAL
OBSERVANCE
Recycle or else

l>Or\T WORRY, HONEY!
I GOT ·Roz AND THE BO~
TO ALLOCATE $35,000 FOR
FIXING UP OUR OLD.RAMSHACKLE

As the 22nd Earth Day approaches there seems to be a
looming question: has the international Earth Day had any
impact on the environment in 22 years?

PRESIDENTIAL MANSION•.•
... NO, LET~ GO WITH THE

CVSTOM INTERIOR. DESIGNER

Before we answer that -let's discuss a few things.

DRAPES. ORJENTAL RVGS..
ANO-HEY!- I GOT IT!

First, the most current and perhaps most damaging
development is that President Bush is the only world
leader not attending the unprecedented Earth Summit in
Brazil this June.

LET-S GET BOB VILA
TO COME TAKE A

LOOK!

How can we expect the citizens of the United States to
have any interest in saving the planet if the president
doesn't?
The summit's goals may be big: stopping the destruction
of rain forests, conserving natural resources, elirn!nating
toxic waste and the greenhouse effect, and reversmg global
warming, but these goals aren't out of reach.
Admittedly, these goals will take years to reach but the
fact is, nothing can be accomplished wit'!10ut the first step.
George has yet to put on his shoes.

LETTERS

How many people recall Bush's campaign-speak that he
wanted to be the "environmental president?" .
Not unlike his stance on taxes and its subsequent
reversal, Bush seems incapable of keeping one campaign or
platform promise. Something about "read my lips" comes to
mind.
While we busy ourselves with getting an education to
better our futures and the futures of our children, we can
no longer neglect or ignore the environment, without which
we have no future.
I don't know how much clearer I can be. Without a
clean and healthy environment, we have no future.
As for Central's part in saving the planet, the university
has implemented a recycling program and the dining halls
introduced the Earth Cup.

Is this enough? Can we do more?
These are questions people have to ask themselves and
those around them before any changes can be made.
I wonder if everyone knows where the Ellensburg
recycling center is. In a city this size, how hard is it to find?
How hard is it separate aluminum cans and newspapers
and take them to the recycling center? My roommate Dana
and I have a great little system of recycling. We do it.
At this point, no one can afford not to.
Kristina Hansen, editor

The Observer Spring 1992
Editors: Michael Radice, Kristina Hansen; Managing editor: Jill Johnson; News editor: Katy Anderson; .Scene editor: Brent DaPron; Sports editor: Ron Munson; Photo editor: Walt Atkinson; Copy editor/Editorial cartoonist:
David Zimmerman; Production manager: Jay Vroman;
Production assistant; Amy Garner.
Staff: Kristen Absher, Comet Brower, Chandra Burdette, Joe
Butler, Denise Cugini, Estrella Faelnar, Charlie Fulton, Arny
Gillespie, Jason Goldner, Lief Greger, Ian Hamilton, Nadine
Hartwell, Dave Jones, Joy Kingman, Erich IGeinhoff, KyLynn
Kossoff, Dan Lang, Dave Lee, Andy Martin, Michelle McBride,
Michelle Miller, Dina Nelson, Ellen Pope, Debbie Reynolds,
Celine Staeheli, Heidi Trepanier, ~illy Wagner, Jeff Webber.
The Observer, the official newspaper of Central Washington
University, is a laboratory newspaper produced in conjunction
with the school's communication department. The Observer
is distributed each Thursday when school is in session, except
for holidays, final' s week and summer quarters. Signed editorials and cartoons represent the author's opinion; unsigned
editorials represent the majority of the Observer's editorial
board.

Peter fans
express
outrage
over letter
To the editor:
As students who participated
in the Feb. 4 legislative trip to
the capitol, we were outraged
by Aaron Reardon's letter to the
editor that appeared in the April
9 edition.
Mr. Reardon suggested that
Eric Peter and the other students who attended the legislative trip did little more at the
capitol than hear the history of
the marble floors.
Though Mr. Reardon may have
spent his day at the capitol admiring the scenery and taking
tours, the rest of us met with
our various senators and representatives thanks to appointments made by our student gov-

. anyone on campus to express
ernment.
We spent 30 minutes talking their views in print if they so
desire.
to out district legislator, Rep.
Finally, Mr. Clinton, just
Peggy Johnson. During that
time we were able to discuss because a publication does not
concerns about proposed tu- agree with your expressed
ition increases and our hopes views of the world does not
of having a student on make those writing for it
radicals of either the left or
Central's Board of Trustees.
We would like to extend our right, it just states that they
appreciation and thanks to _ have an opinion. And by the
ASCWU President Eric Peter way, Mr. Clinton, please stay
and the rest of the student away from Capitol Hill and
government officers for mak- Bellingham as I would not
ing the trip possible and so want you exposed to a wide
range of cultures and ideas.
effective.
Kerry Zech
Kris Wetzel

Sincerely,

Anderson
DDRnota Kip
Political Science
newspaper,
but a forum ·Peter is
hmdworlmig,
To the editor:
I have always been curious not above
about people who call themselves open-minded and so- the "law"
cially aware. But they will
make statements about a
group of people which does
not represent their ideals or
goals. If one finds it necessary to comment on an issue,
story or commentary appearing in a publication they
should stick to the facts as
they are presented.
Michael Clinton stated in a
letter to the Observer that as
a newspaper the Drainage
Ditch Review should find objectivity. My question to Mr.
Clinton is this: when has
anyone associated with the
Drainage Ditch Review ever
called it a newspaper? What
it is, and this has been stated
in each issue, is a forum for

To the editor:
Our first reaction to the letter written by Aaron G.
Reardon regarding Eric Peter
and his "pedestal" like leadership style was that it was
unfounded and slanderous.
Usually such fictitious propaganda does not deserve a response, but these non-truths
should not be inflicted on any
"chap."
The letter stated that "King

See LETTERS/pg. 6
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From LETTERS/pg. 5
Eric" is ''brain dead," "lazy,"
and too "powerful." How did
Mr. Reardon come to these
conclusions? We would like to
know, considering his conspicuous absence from BOD
affairs and areas of involvement. As Eric Peter's coworkers, let us tell you that
this is not so. Eric is a hardworking and dedicated individual who exceeds the required working hours and has
the students' best interests at
heart. Eric Peter cannot be
described as "lazy" or "above
the law." IfMr. Reardon were
to investigate the ASCWU
constitution, he would find
that Eric Peter, as acting
chairman, can only vote in the
case of a tie. All BOD members
have their own opinions in
issues allowing no one individual to be the sole bearer of
power.
To address the accusation
made in regard to the Olympia trip and our representation there, were we and Mr.
Reardon on the same trip? In
Olympia we did more than
just a little sight seeing. Each
student has appointments,
coordinated prior to the day of
the trip by the BOD office, to
meet with their legislators and
to attend legislative hearings
pertaining to tuition i.n creases. It is not Eric's problem if Mr. Reardon did not
take advantage of what had
been done for him.
Could this letter sent in by
Mr. Reardon be a feeble attempt to gain publicity for his
rumored candidacy for student body president? We hope
students will realize that Mr.
Reardon's letter was full of
inaccuracies and half-truths.
Sincerely,
Tracy Veness, Representative to Student Living
Alana Hastings, Representative to Clubs & Organizations
Dan Sutich, Executive Vice
President
Gisella Zuniga, Representative to Facilities Planning
'Chip Simmons, Representative to Faculty Senate
Bryce Seibel, Vice President
for Political Affairs

Misuse of
language
upsets
students

male. 84% of sexual assault
victims know their attackers,
and 57% of these women were
on a date. The average age of a
rape survivor is 18.5 years old.
These may just be statistics,
but they are about real people.
Young people. People who look
and think and talk like you.
Sexual Assault Awareness
To the editor:
Week, which happens this year
April 19-25, is designed to make
Our letter of good-natured us aware ofthe realities ofrape
intent that appeared in last and what we can do to change
week's Observer points ironi- this reality.
cally to certain incoherent
The focus this year is on the
passages, unfounded claims, partners of those who survive
inappropriate responses to a sexual assault. The attack
student letters, and the fre- · itself may be an isolated event,
quent ·misuse of English that but the healing and recovery is
we have witnessed in the sev- an ongoing process. There are
eralyears we have been patrons support systems for survivors
of the newspaper.
and their partners. On campus,
Your headline for our letter, STEPS (Students and Staff for
"Students would rather com- the Education and Prevention
plain than participate," of Sexual Assault) is available
wrongfully implies an "either- for advocacy and support dior" situation. Contrarily, we rectly following an assault and
consider our complaint to be a throughout the healing process.
means by which we do, indeed,
Take time now to speak to
participate in the journalistic your partner about sexual asprocess. Your response is in- sault. Discuss how you might
appropriately retaliatory when feel if either of you were atit should serve as a vehicle for tacked, and consider the likeligood will.
hood that it might be someone
You might, please, take note you know. If you don't have a
of the fact that the word "En- partner, talk to a friend.
glish" should be capitalized.
STEPS will be offering proHow odd that this particular grams during Sexual Assault
error should appear in our very Awareness Week, and invites
letter.
everyone to an open "educational" (FUN!) meeting on April
We rest our case,
21. Please see posters in the
Alex Whitman Pistorese
SUB for details, or call Pat Cole
Eugene J. Pistorese,
at the Counseling Center, 963students of English
1391, for more information.
P.S. --The term "English students" is equally incorrect; it
implies we are students from
England, which we are not. We
signed our original letter "Students of English," which is exactly what we are, but you chose
to rearrange our signature line,
thereby creating yet another
error in English usage.
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YEAH BOB

them.
Kristina wrote: "Let's give the
guy [Dr. Nelson] a chance, see
how it flies, and then if his
plans crash and bum we can
get mad. Then, THE STUDENTS will have to deal with
the plans that have crashed
and burned." I say NO! I say
Dr. Nelson (and the board of
trustees) must consult with the
students to our satisfaction
before he takes our major departments away from us and
it's too late.
I understand that Dr.Nelson's
plans are, to quote him, not
"carved in stone" yet, and now
is the time to let him know how
we feel.
Kristina wrote that if Dr.
Nelson's changes are not productive, then, "He will have to
be accountable to each and
every student on this campus
for his plans."
I say Dr. Nelson is accountable to all of us NOW!
Sincerely,

Arlene Falkin

by Darryl Kluskowski

1U1s \sAN ~GGo

411 N. Pearl st.

FR-EE
·s uNDAE
5 oz.
With the purchase of a
Homestyle™ Ultimate, Grilled or
Regular Ch_icken Sandwich.
~ood

through May 10

pair .

INSTALLATION AVAILABLE!
19

I agree with Kristina
Hansen's opinion (Observance,
April 9) that Dr. Nelson has
quite a lot of work ahead ofhim
on Central's campus; changes
will have to be made. I feel that
the st~dents must be an active
(and consulted) part of this
process because we are who
counts on this campus.
While I respect Kristina's
opinion, I see the role of the
students in Dr. Nelson's plans
differently than she.
She wrote, "No one wants his/
her program or department
axed, but the fact is it must be
done."
Does it have to be done? Dr.
Nelson must consult with the
students, whose futures will
be greatly affected by him reducing their major departments into a conglomerate. The
smaller departments ARE just
as important as any of the departments on this campus, and
should not be reduced for a
budget or any other reason.
They are departments because
students need, want, and use

One in four women will be the
victim of rape or attempted
rape in her lifetime. An estimated 10% ofrape victims are

Pioneer KE-3838 Our
Best Seller! Deluxe Only

De n 'B

To the editor:

To the editor:

CAR(Entire
STEREO
SALE
month of April)

1

Sincerely,
The students and staff of
STEPS

Nelson should be
held responsible
now, not later

Rape: Awareness is key

@PIONEER®
r- ·
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SCENE
Doctor proves 'Science is Fun'
by Amy Gillespie
Staff reporter

Central's McConnell Auditorium was
packed Friday evening as students, faculty,
and Ellensburg citizens attended a program geared to convince them that "Science
is Fun."
The "science is fun" lecture was led by
Dr. Bassam Shakhashiri, a professor .of
chemistry at the University of Wisconsin
who is well known nationa11y for his de~
velopment and use of demonstrations in
the teaching of chemistry.
Shakhashiri, a native of Lebanon, kept
the audience on their toes for nearly an
hour and a half with his strong voice
comical attitude and requests for audienc~
participation.
Shakhashiri divided the program into
two parts, the first serious and the second
fun.
"You can not do anything fun unless you
are first serious about it," Shakhashiri
said.
"We as the public have a twin national
mission: we must first increase the flow of
talent into the career of science, and second, see that thepublicisliteratein science,
Brent DaPron/The Observer
math and technology," he said.
Dr. Bassam Shakhashirl performs a scientific experiment called biolumination. By pouring a mixture of eleShakhashiri demonstrated the fun realm ments Into his funnel, he created a chemical reaction that emitted light within the spiral tube.
of experimenting in science. He warned
the audience to ''be on the lookout for fires
and explosions."
The stage, which was adorned with 12 large cylin- spiral siphon unit, then sprang to life before
' eyes T-shirt reading "Science is Fun."
ders, a blender, several beakers, six balloons and a of the captive audience.
This brief comical intermission provided a great
Shakhashiri put lead-in to one of the biggest crowd pleasers of the
science into action by entire evening, the chemically oscillating reaction.
conducting experi- The audience responded enthusiastically as a twoments in combustion, liter beaker filled with three different solutions reexploding balloons, peatedly changed colors from bright blue to yellow.
This experiment "illustrates the beauty and fascifloating soap bubbles,
·
polymers and other nation of science," Shakhashiri said.
There was not one moment in the show that left the
spectacular scientific
audience uninterested or bored. Shakhashiri's specphenomena.
Mid-way through tacular demonstrations showed how science can be
the show, he asked the communicated to all segments of the society.
"Our value system, what we care about and how we
audience's permission
to remove his sports treat the environment is what science literacy is all
Brent DaPron/The Observer
jacket, tie and dress about," Shakhashiri said.
With these .12 lar~e beakers, Dr. Bassam Shakhashlrl presents an experiment
The Central Institute for Science and Society will
shirt, and to their surcalled subllminat1on. The exper.iment showed how dry Ice reacts to the
present
its next distinguished lecture in October.
prise,
revealed
a
gray
chemicals within the beakers.

•
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,Central displays work of well-known artist
called figurative reflections on
some of society's contemporary
cultural anxieties.
''They are pertinent obserThe Sarah Spurgeon Art
Gallery in Randall Hall is vations of today," Nisbet said.
One of the paintings, "Bird
currently presenting the
Cage,"
tookJonesthreemonths
paintings of popular Northto
complete;
she worked on
west artist Fay Jones through
three different panels simultaMay 1.
The paintings are life-size, neously on separate walls.
''The challenge was to keep
ranging up to six feet in width
them
threaded together in my
and 10 feet in height. "It took
about a year to get used to head," Jones said.
"I am satisfied that it's well
working big," Jones said.
constructed
and ~ complete, a
Prior to 197 7, she did small
·
paintings only. "It gives you a single statement."
Her art is influenced by
broader position ofher world,"
said Cathy Nisbet, Central language.
"My paintings are very litgraduate art student.
Central is fortunate to have erary," Jones said. "If I could
pain tings by such a highly re- be a writer, I would do it. Words
are what makes me weep."
garded artist.
Her work is fiction set in the
Jones's social-cultural art
contains a combination of present. It is caught between a
acrylic on paper, with collaging curious affection for history and
strips of paper forming layers anxiety for the future.
"I draw on a vivid and inacwith the paint.
The colors are bright, often curate memory and somewhat
sharp, and her work can be quirky observation of contem-

by Brent DaPron
· Scene editor

Fay Jones'
1984 painting
of 'Stilt Man.'
The image
came out of
her fear of
heights. It
measures 96"
in height and
60" in length.
The painting
sells for $7,500
unframed.

porary American life," Jones
said.
She attended the Rhode Island School of Design.
"During and since art school
I have been most deeply influenced by Philip Guston's
work-his painting and his
intelligence about painting,"
Jones said.
Critics have called Jones "an
artist to watch," and Central
Washington residents will have
an excellent chance to view the
painting that have recently
kicked her career into high
gear, according to Jim
Sahlstrand, director of the
Sarah Spurgeon Gallery.
Jones also completed a mural for the Seattle Metro
Westlake Station and one of
her paintings was recently
purchased to hang in the Seattle Opera House by the Se~
attle Arts Commission.
Gallery hours are Monday
through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5
p.m., and Saturday, 1 to4p.m.

Health Week at
Kittitas County
Health Department

ENTERTAINMENT REVIEW
Double movie review...

'White Men Can't Jump' and 'Fern Gully'
Wesley S~ipes and Woody Harrelson
starin "White Men Can'tJump," a fastpaced, wildly-entertaining film by Director Ron Shelton, creator of "Bull
Durham."
Snipes is brilliant as Sid Deane, a ·
fast-talking Los Angeles basketball
hustler.
Harrelson plays Billy Hoyle, a seemingly hopeless out-of-towner lookingfor
a game.
One con-game leads to another and
Sid and Billy become hustling business
partners, with the playgrounds of Los
Angeles their office.
The action is fast, but basketball and
hustling are not the only issues presented by Shelton in "White Men Can't
Jump."
Whether intentional or not, Shelton
gives the audience an accurate portrayal of the racial tension still prevalent in many major cities.
Deane, refers to Hoyle several times
in the movie as Opey, equating whites
to the "Andy Griffith Show."
Hoyle fires back saying black men
would rather look good than win. The
bottom line from Snipes? White men

'-.._'-2)
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by Ian Hamilton
Staff reporter

can't jump.
Fast action and fast talking, combined
with Snipes' powerful stage presence,
make "White Men Can't Jump" a hit.
"White Men Can't Jump" plays
through Thursday, and possibly
through the weekend, at the Liberty
theater.
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Robin Williams, Christian Slater,
Cheech and
Chong, Ton
Loe and Elton
John band together
to
make an animated feature
film from Director -Bill
Kroyer.
"Fem Gully"

is the story of a forest community of
tree fairies and wildlife hit by the ravages of deforestation.
Robin Williams is the voice of Batty
Koda, a whimsical bat, who finds himself running into trees throughout the
film.
Williams' personality shows through
in Batty, whose dialog seems as though
it could be pure Williams improvisation, including impersonations of John
Wayne and a supermarket clerk. Batty
steals the show, entertaining young
and old alike.
Christian Slater is unimpressive as
the voice of Pips, one of the numerous
tree fairies in the movie. It seems as if
Kroyer could not decide whether or not
to make Pips a main character. The
film would be better off if Kroyer had
made Slater the voice of Zak, one of the
film's two main characters.
Cheech and Chong are the voices behind two blase characters who are part
of the clan following Pips.
The soundtrack of "Fem Gully" is
wonderful, with music from Ton Loe
and Elton John. What makes "Fern
Gully" special, though, is its message
and its audience.
The movie depicts violent deforestation and its consequences. Although
the logging equipment is a little farfetched, the message is clear: humans
are destroying the forests by clear-cutting. We are destroying habitats.
The audience is also crucial. As an
animated film, Kroyer has effectively
marketed his pro-environment message
at children, an audience traditionally
overlooked by film-makers.
"Fern Gully" plays through Thursday, and possibly the
at the
Liberty theater.
·

1

In observance of state-wide Public
Health Week, the Ellensburg/Kittitas
County Health Department offered
coupons for free immunizations April
1-7.
"Public Health Week focuses on what
public health centers do," said Jane
Wright, health educator for the Ellensburg center.
The Ellensburg Health Center, provides information and education on
maternal and child healthcare, promotes health and wellness and aids in
the prevention of communicable diseases.
The center also focuses on environmental health, providing infmmation
the public should be aware of, Wright
said.
"I would encourage students to use
the health center as a resource," she
added.
The center is open Monday through
Friday. It is staffed by registered
nurses. Fees are charged according to
a sliding scale, which means they are
based on total income.

r Protect your ramny and you;;1'f I
I
with this
In obserua11ce ofPubli.c Health Week, April 1- 7, 1992,
I this coupon is good for one FREE immunizati.on at
I oftheservice at:County Health Dept. Present this at time
I 507 Nanum St., Ellensburg 962-7515
I 201 Harris Ave., Cle Elum 674-5513
I Immunizations available with this coupon:
I PoUo
DTP (age 21'1W· 41'1W, 61'1W, lSl'IW, 4- 6yrs.J
(age 21'1W, 41'1W, 151'1W, 4-6yrs.)
Kit~itas

I

I
I

I

HIB(age21'1W,4mo, 611W, JSmoJ

~e~:,/::~i:,.~r~~!n;:l6aridevery IOyearstherea{fer)

I
I

good through...,,_,.. oo"w'°",... p~
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Experience the Beauty
of an Alaskan Summer
Come Study with us at UAA!

We offer courses in the following areas:
•Continuing Professional Education for Teachers
•Alaska Wilderness Studies & Outdoor Education
•Telecourses
•Programs for Young People
•Various General Ed & Graduate Level Courses

Copy Shop

For a complete listing of courses offered this
summer, return this coupon by mail to UAA
Summer Sessions, 707 A Street, Suite 201,
Anchorage, Alaska, 99501, or fax us your
information at (907) 279-4419.

WE'VE GOT A
COOL NEW
IDEA FOR
OUR MILK!

Name.~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Address

City

State

Zip

21s222

I
I
I

l_:~~~~~~~:~~:~~:-~

Where will you be next year?
You could be studying abroad!
Morelia, MEXICO
Tokyo, JAPAN
Athens, GREECE

Dairy Hours
Mon. - Sat.
11:15 to 6:30

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~---------------~

Located: 1 6fock_'J{prtli ofSafeway
nel(t to 'l1ie

by Michelle McBride
Staff reporter

Nomi Pearce
Study Abroad/Exchange Advisor
International Programs
Central Washington University
963-3612

London, ENGLAND
Siena, ITALY
Avignon,- FRANCE

Applications for Fall Quarter are available now!
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Students mosh to Seattle grunge Gangs infiltrate classrooin
by Dave Lee
Staff reporter
The Ultra Lame Festival at
the Seattle Paramount April
4 was the place to be for fans
of new-wave alternative
grunge.
The show, sponsored by SubPop records, showcased top
new local bands: Earth,
Pond, Supersuckers, Seaweed and Mudhoney-who
headlined the show.
The concert started off on
the wrong foot as Earth
played 20 minutes ofthe same
distorted, reverberating
chords.
''This band sucks," echoed in
the Paramount as the fans
shouted in disappointment.
As Earth crept off stage,
Pond found themselves in the

position of trying to warm up
the bewildered crowd.
Soon the melodic sounds of
Pond began to erase the horror of Earth and ·the crowd
began to move around and enjoy themselves.
Themosh-pitwasinfullswing
astheSupersuckerslitupthe
stage with a hard-driving beat
and a wall of distortion.
The reaction of the audience
was· immediate as a wave of
peoplewere tossedaroundand
a few daring stage divers leapt
into the crowd.
The crowd's intensity dropped
off just a hair as Seaweed
performed songs off their new
album "Weak."
Although Seaweed played as
intensely as earlier bands, it
was not enough to keep up the
crowd's energy level.
The mosh pit's intensit

reached a critical level as the
headliners of the Lamefest,
Mudhoney, reached the
stage.
Mudhoney, predicted by
local band followers to be the
next Seattle group to explode
on the music scene, just
signed with major label Reprise/Warner.
The concert gave the band
an opportunity to play music
off their latest album "Every
Good Boy Deserves Fudge,"
which is released on the SubPop record label.
The only way to describe the
show is "absolute anarchy,"
said one exhausted security
guard.
The concert ended with a
good, sociallyimpactingmessage from Mudhoney bass
player Matt Lukin: "Always
wear our rubber."
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Students from left to right are Julian Kim, So-Ho _An,.Kumlko Murakashl, Junko Nagakoshl,
and Kazumi Sato. A combination of about 200 students and residents mixed and mingled.

Ne'W students receive w-arni W"elcoDl.e
by Chandra Burdette
Staff reporter
Central students welcomed
a diverse group of newcomers
to campus at the SUB last
Sunday to discuss cultural issues and make new friends.
"There are about 75 American, 60 Asia University, eight
International, and 35 ESL
students who all need to be
welcomed to Central," Kelly
Katzner, the coordinator of
this event said.
The students participated in

, ~---------------,

NORTH PINE
MUSIC CO.

\

games and enjoyed refreshments and cross-cultural entertainment, Katzner said.
"We are playing a name
game, two variations of telephone, and musical chairs,"
Katzner said.
Two Japanese singers, a
singer from Colombia, and a
Chinese dance featured the
entertainment, said Katzner.
Many people assisted
Katzner in welcoming the new
students.
''We tried to get a wide variety of ethnic groups and a diversity of people from campus

t atten d ' ,, K atzner sa1. d .
"o
Faculty, studen.ts, 8:nd all the
~lu~s a~,d orgamzations were
mv1ted.
Donations from Residence
Living and various Ellensburg
businesses and restaurants
provided refreshments and
prizes for the welcoming event.
Katzner is the former president for the International
Students Association.
''We did this event two years
ago and it went very well,"
said Katzner. "So I volunteered to do it again; this time
I got more people involved."

ASSEMBLAGE
Leslie Fiori to
962-3855
Wm a stained ~ass window by
Julie Prather. 1 ticket for $1.00 or 6
for $5.00. Proceeds to benefit new
stained ~a~ window for chimp
lab, basea on drawing by Washoe!
•Mon.-Sat. 10:00-5:30•202 E. 4th•Ellensburg•

DOTTIE'S CLASS!!

by Andrew Martin
Staff reporter
Tacoma police officer
Ron Lewis spoke to
eighty people last
Thursday in the Mary
Grupe Center about
gangs in the classroom.
The seminar was
sponsored by the Student Council for Exceptional Children.
Veronica Houser, 21, a
special ed major from
Seattle, organized it.
"The seminar was put
on to educate future
teachersaboutgangsin
the classroom before we
Celine Stacheli/The Observer
are in the classroom,"
Tacoma
police
officer Ron Lewis
she said.
"Students are being uncovered the facts about gangs In
put into two high gang the classroom.
activity areas, Yakima
and Federal Way."
Lewis used an investigative parents about gangs. Another
video to start the ·seminar. It is to have a no-tolerance policy
showed a gang leader calling regarding gangs and have it
five hundred Crips (a major enforced for all students.
Another suggestion stressed
national gang) together to show
them the proper way to carry the role of schools in helping
people out of gangs.
out a drive-by shooting.
"Everyone should have an
Lewis used a slide show to
illustrate gang hand symbols idea of how to help people get
and clothing types. One slide out of gangs because you may
showed a gun lying on top of be the only person that they
respect. Respect is very immoney, blood and drugs.
"Blood, money and drugs go portant to gang members and
together-you cannot ha VP. on P. thev could lose that if vou do
without the other two," said not know how to help them."
Lewis.
Lewis's final suggestions inLewis said there are many cluded removing graffiti as soon
reasons why people join gangs. as it is discovered and exposing
They include peer pressure, the culprits, having schools
offer classes to teach parents
self-esteem,
respect among
d
·
peers, an a sense ofumty.
how to deal with children and
"Anyone can join a gang if gangs, and having an "alert"
they choose," he said. "Gangs system in place.
Lewis said an "alert" system
can be of any race or economic
group."
can be used if the school knows
Lewis ended the seminar by when a gang incident may
talking about many ways for happen on its grounds. ·
schools to minimize gang acLewis describes the alert
tivity.
system as,"A reverse fire drill,"
One method, Lewis said, is to where people go indoors instead
educate students staff and of outdoors.
'
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Household
~~~
Hazardous Waste
r-----Round-Up
Two~~t:':day
~·
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UPPER COUNTY
April 25, 1992
9:30 am - 4:30 pm
Cle Elum/Roslyn
High School Parking Lot
Cle Elum

ELLENSBURG AREA
May 2.1992
9:30 am - 4:30 pm
Super 1 Foods
Parking Lot
Ellensburg

*BRING*
Paints; Solvents; Thinners;
Yard/Garden Pesticides and
Herbicides; Motor Oil; Anti-Freeze;
Degreasers; Batteries; Adhesives;
Cleaning Products; Hobby and Pool . . . - - - - - - - - - Chemicals; Products Labeled
Flammable, Corrosive, Poisonous
or Toxic.
..--E-x-p-lo-s-iv-e-s,-B-u-s-in-es_s_o_r_...
Agricultural Wastes, Infectious
Wastes, Containers Larger
than 5 Gallons

*DON'T BRING*

•Try to Keep Products in
Morning 6:30-7:30a.m. Monday
-Friday
Evening 5:30-6:30p.m. Mon.,
Wed., Fri.
Saturday 9a.m.
Dottie Ro ers, certified instructor 925-1950

Their Original Containers
• Do Not Mix Any Products
Call the Kittitas County
Health Department
962-7515
Co-sponsored by Washington State Department of Ecology
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SPORTS
Wildcats.fighting to m.ake playoffs
by David Jones
Staff reporter

BASEBALL
I

With runners on first and second and no outs, Whitman
"If you win, they will come."
Central's baseball team is turned a double play. The tying run advanced to third for
hearing voices these days.
The 'Cats must win 10 of the the 'Cats. The next batter hit a
last 11 district games, which routine ground ball to end the
includes a sweep ofWhitworth game.
In the game, Kevin Smith
onApril29, before the playoffs.
However, head coach Desi Jabused the Missionaries'
pitching staff with two doubles,
Storey remains optimistic.
"I'm still hoping we'll get a triple and two RBis. Scott
things going and we'll make Chamberlain and Bala each hit
the playoffs," Storey said. ''Tal- a double and a single in the
ent-wise, we're as good as losing effort.
Chamberlain (co-captain) reanybody in the league."
Central fell to 1-4 in district flected on the 'Cats' fighting
play last week after losing 7-6 attitude despite having their
in a nine-inning nailbiter at backs to the wall.
"We can win," Chamberlain
Whitman. The Missionaries
rallied from a 4-1 deficit to said. ''This team needs to be
defeat the 'Cats despite being mentally tough. We need to
continue hitting the ball and
out hit 12-9.
Aftera4-4tie, Whitman broke play hard all nine innings."
Central starts an 11-game
away with three runs in the
road trip, includin.g three
seventh.
Mead Fenton came off the games against the Canadian
bench for the 'Cats in the eighth National Baseball Institute,
inning and hit a solo home run. and a double-header at Lewis
Walt Atkinson/The Observer
Chad Bala pulled the 'Cats to and Clark State tomorrow.
''To stay in the race, we need
within one in the ninth with
a split down there," said Storey. Despite being "jammed," Eric Sawyer miraculously finds the ball with his bat.
his RBI single.

Tracksters run well despite injuries
12th among a
pack of26 with a
time of 32:01
along with anCentral tracksters broke four other freshman,
records at the Western Wash- Eric Tollefson,
ington University Invitational who finished
last weekend.
13th with a time
Central fared well in three of of32:24.
the four events Friday night.
Coach Spike
The women won first place in Arltsayshefeels
the sprint medley relay with a good about the
time of 1:48.1, just barely freshman runmissing the NAIA national ning so well so
qualifying time.
soon.
Dave Miskimens produced a
"We've got
fourth place standing in the some outstandsteeplechase with a time of ing freshmen
10:02.7.
(and they) will be
In the 10,000 meter run, an important
freshman Brad Jlooperfinished part of the team
by Denise Cugini
Staff reporter

MYRON LINDER
~ORB SANDY LINDER
I'
962-2570

200-meter dash, as did Baker
in the 110-meter hurdles.
The men's 4x100 meter relay
took first, along with the 4x400
meter relay team, which also
broke the meet record with a
time of3:16.8. Running in this
relay were Mitchell, Baker,
Goreal Hudson and Brian
Meyer.
Gary Anderson finished first
in the 1,500-meter run with a
time of 4:03.3.
The women showed their
mettle as well by finishing
second in the 4x 100 meter relay with atimeof49.9. Running
in this relay were Brena Buck,
Tammy Matson, Heather Wade
and Dawn Fletcher.
''We have a strong team,'' said
Wade. She thought the team
would be ready for districts in
spite ofinjuries suffered by her
teammates.
Women's coach Lisa Olson
was also pleased.
''This was a good meet to see
what they need to work on,"
she said.

Linder Chiropractic Center

See Tracksters /page 11

for the district
meet," said Arlt.
Records were
broken and personal bests acquired during
Saturday
events.
James
Mitchell broke
the meet record
in the 100 meter
dash with a time
of 10.5. Keith
Baker came in
second. Both
qualified for the
NAIA national
meet.
Mitchell also
L...----------------------....J took first in the

~DR.

1011 N. Alder ... next to campus

"GIVE'EM HELL DR. NELSON!'
Good Luck from

WEDNESDAY
April 22nd

Dave's Mountainview Service
Specializing in domestic & foreign auto repair
tune-ups, engine repair, brakes, and clutches

PACIFIC PRIDE cardlock now open
711 S. Main VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 925-4588

F
A
S
T
FUND RAISING
PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs. Earn up to s1000 in one
week. Plus receive a s1CXX>
bonus yourself. And a FREE
WATCH just for calling 1-800-

932-0528 ExL 65.

The Observer
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CLASSIFIEDS

Road proves tough for Ladycats

Word Processing, Reports,
Resumes, Theses, and
Correspondence.
Reasonable rates. Patti Barnes.
Secretarial Services, Ltd.
962-6378
Study In Greece! Applications
for Fall Quarter are available
now. Take modern Greek
language, history, politics, and
art l'listoCY. For more info: call
Nomi, 963-3612.

Thursday, April 16, 1992

WOMEN'S TENNIS

by Heidi Trepanier
Staff reporter
Dropping four matches last
week, Central's women's tennis team slipped to an 8-14
record in dual meets.
The 'Cats lost a 9-0 decision
to Pacific Lutheran University.
"It (the match) was kind of a
disappointment,"
said
Ladycat, AmyTempleton. ''We
came straight from the van
and had to play. We could have
played closer matches. Still,
every match you learn from,
and you find stuff to work on."
The team traveled Saturday
morning to Bellingham and
lost 8-1 to Western Washing- Sheila Gibbons gets some practice In earlier this season.
ton University. Lisa Dirks, a
Hosting the University of
freshman from Woodinville, 6-3, 6-2 victory in the third
registered Central's only vic- singles position overTracy Holt Puget Sound on Sunday, Centory with a 6-1, 6-0 win over and, in doubles, a 6-3, 6-2 deci- tral lost 5-4. Dirks topped
Karen Richert at the fourth sion was registered by Nancy Megan Garnsey 7-5, 7-5 while
· Cole and Templeton over Vi- the other victories were by forsingles position.
Central then traveled to Au- kin"g s Krista Maddock and feit.
Dirks, playing her first year of
burn Saturday afternoon to Ellison.
"It feels good to win your own tennis, said, "With a few games
take on host Green River,
which downed Central 6-3. match," Cole said. "But, you left before district competition,
Templeton prevailed at the also want the team to win as a we will try our hardest to imsecond singles position with a whole. Youalwayssupportyour prove."
Hoiby, a senior from Everett,
6-3, 6-0 victory over Sonja team, but you still enjoy your
holds the best season record for
Ellison. Noel Hoiby posted a win."

CREATIONS OFFERS
Transferable college credits for
easily comprehended self-help
course, plus lowest.Prices
"buying program". Both 100%
guaranteed. Also two remarkable income opportunities.
Three stamps to POB 7628
Mesa, Ariz. 85216. (602) 9850069.

~h~1:8~.dM~~~s"t~~:~wA.

OQenii"i~s for RESIDENT

has

ADVIS RS for the Upward
Bound ummer Resic::tential
School, 6/19/92-7/31/92. Must
be a mature individual and have
c.ompleted two year$ of college.
For ru>phcation and information
call Personnel Office (509) 7626203. Closes 4pm, 4/22/92.
AA/EOE.
Pack your baas and books

Walt Atkinson/The Observer and take off! H's time to study

the women's team at 11-6 in
singles and 8-7 in doubles.
Hoiby had an eight-match
singles winning streak until
her loss against Pacific
Lutheran.
Tennis action resumed for the
Lady 'Cats as they traveled to
Gonzaga University yesterday
and will host Yakima Valley
Community CoJlege this afternoon.

abroad! Call 963-3612.
SCUBA LESSONS
& SUPPLIES
SIGN UP NOW. CONTACT
JOHN MOSER JR. 925-1272
Study at KYOTO UNIVERSITY
of FOREIGN STUDIES in
Japan for one year. Call now for
application information: 9633612.

ADOPTION: Loving coupl~
hoping to adopt. We promise all
the be$t: famiry, lovery home,
e.ducai!On, pets .. abundant love.
call attorne_y co1lect (Joan) 206
728-5858, File 9799.
Study SP.anlsh an_y _quaner in
Morella, Mexico. cwu and
CentrQ Mexicano Internacional
offer Spanish language and
culture elective crassei. The
cost is approxim~t.ely 2,000
per quarter for tu1t1on, ees,
housing, meals, and excursions.
Apply now for spring, summer
ot tan! Call Nomi Pearce at 963361"2.
the best overall singles record
FUN SUMMER JOBS!
F_lyjng Horseshoe Ranch for
for the Cats at14-6.
cffildfen,
near Cle Elum, is
In doubles action, Huynh and
hiring boys and gir1s counselors.
freshman Valez have won their
Eni4i horsebacR ridina, swimmin , (nf:ed at least one
last seven in a row to improve
lif~Q.
ardJ, hiking, etc., yvhile
their record to 13-7.
ammg valuable experience.
Central goes for its eighth
alary plus room ar'ld board.
he ranch also needs cooks.
straight victory here this afResponsible for keeping hungry
ternoon against Yakima Valley Cei:lfra1's, : t>~rrofirtance~ · AI- '. campers
and staff well fed.
thoU.gJi•th~te · ]ias
Community College at 2:30
Mus be a good cook, efficient
wofker and enjQ'i..
.p.m. and take on Pacific ot}sfaugb~o9f· irljuries; head . . · kitchen
people. Call Penny: 1-674coachchartesohan.a1ersaid,·
·
:
Lutheran here, tomorrow.
2366.
"P.L.U. will be a good contest. 'fitpflfV.~~· :we'r.~ ·
Habla usted espanol? Puede
·? estudiar
They'll be very tough for us,"· tea:cril1 ?:.J•
en Chile a la
Universiaad Austral (Valdivia).
said Morrill.
Por
favor,
llamada a la oficina
Morrill is looking forward to
de Pro_Qramas lnternacionales:
qtl:alified
fofthedistricts·aiid
the district playoffs here at
963-3612.

Men still streaking ~~t~~~;~~~~~!~ .
rain.
The Wildcats hit the ·road
Friday and shut out Bellevue
Community College, 9-0.
The streak continued with
two matches on Saturday, the
first one at Western Washington at 10 a.m. and the second at Green River at 5 p.m.
The 'Cats defeated Western
8-1 and Green River 6-3 to
increase its winning streak to
seven and an overall record of

MEN'S TENNIS
Jason Goldner
Staff reporter

Central's men's tennis team
ran its winning streak to seven
with consecutive victories on
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday and head coach Mark
Morrill couldn't be happier.
"We're on a good little win
streak right now," Morrill said.
''This is probably the best team
we've had since I've been
coaching here," added the
three-year coach.
The winning streak began at
Gonzaga on Wednesday.
The Whitworth match on
Thursday was cancelled due to

12-s~

Senior Bob Strickland and
sophomore Todd Caldwell
improved their singles records
to 13-8 and both have won
eight in a row.
"(Strickland and Shane
Valez) are leading us real
well," said Morrill.
Sophomore Bobby Huynh has

~

·been· arf

a ·strong<
I. .t< .: \..
j~~~~t~i,~tt~~!~,··: ~~t~··:·

Central the first weekend in
May.
''We'd like to move up a spot
or two from last year's (finish
of fifth place)."

riatiorial s~ iilldthat s~ems to .

be haJ:>PenihiW . ·. <.>> . <. . .••
·· The.'Catstravelfo Tacoma .

this ·week~fortotake•• parfin

the J>Uget$oun4InVitatioriat ·

NEED CASH?
Everybody needs your help sometimes,
Jeffery needs your help all the time.
.....,
Jeffery is a hemophilliac, like thousands
• ) ; ~~· of other childr~n. Jeffery need~ 300
.A~Jh ~ l . ·~plasma donations every.year, 1ust to live
f:·.:. \}.~~~ a normal life.
. . . . .,
.
di
l::· l .. ·.;~..
·.
~~,~ .
~

""

. fr.~. ~·~.:·. ~~?,.~·: ..~
·.

..'

,~:J.

.....

v~··. ·~- ·

.

-.. -~~'" ~·.
~··. · t~.
\:... . r"·· ...... .,....... --~..,.....
~

... r·· . . .
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$1 00+IMONTH

aleha®

THERAPEUTIC

CORPORATION

r--.-------.
Brmg ad for

1

I$5.00 New Donor Bonus I

L

-with
-Student
- - -l.D.- _J

26 S. 2nd Street Yakima 457-7878
Hours:Mon - Sat
7:00 - 3:00
Wed
7:00 - 5:00

Metal Meltdown-- Mondays 9pm--Midnij!ht
The Best Hard Rock & Heavy Metal In The \Talley
North by Northwest -- Tuesdays 6pm to 9pm
This Show Sucks, So Listen
Club 91 -- Wednesday 9pm to Midnight
The Valley's Only Dance Show

In Focus -"'I'b.ursday 6pm to 9pm
If You're Not In Focus You're Out
•

~l

~

Christian Rock Chronic/es -- Sunday 3pm to 6pm
Praise & Worship at Full Volume

The CiJY of Ellensbura is
current y accepting applications
for volunteer positions on the
arts commission, beautification
commission, bui1dmg appeals
board, cable TV commission,
downtown task force, parks and
r~creation 9ornmission, pl~n
nmg comm1ss1on, and senior
citizen's advisory commission.
Applications may be obtained
from citX hall, 2nd floor, 420 N.
Pearl. ppligations must be
returned t;y 5:00pm Monday,
April 27, 1992.
All levels of Japanese Lanauage taught 1n Tokyo, Japan,
fhrou_qh a new QWU program.
AUJP" is an exciting opportunity
to live and studY in Japan. Can
Nomi at 963-3512 for more info.
Fall Quarter is open NOW!
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. Earn
$5,000+/month. Free transportation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openi.n_gs. No experience
necessa!)'. Male or Fetnale.

~?Jdee~P~~~~~1r/?~~~~~mrvTtJ1s

at 1-206-545-4155 ext. 359
NOW is your chance to studv
abroad! Are }:'.Ou ready to go? ·
Call 963-3612.
Thinking of taking some time off
from scnool? We need
MOTHER'S HELPERS/NANNIES. We have prescreened
families to suit you. Live in
exciting New York City suburbs.
We are established since 1984
and have a stron.a.. sup..o.ort
network. 1-800-222-XTRA.
CASH FOR BOOKS
Fourwinds Bookstore <textbooks
excluded). Call Richar~ 9622375. 200 E. 4th.

Join a Student Club or Organization at. CWU!
Participation in A. S. clubs is a great way to get involved in campus life, make new friends, explore new interests, share areas of
expertise, and develop your personal, organizational and leadership skills - all while having fun too! There are over 60 clubs at
Central, so chances are there is one to match your interests. However, if you can't find a club that sparks your interest, you can
start a new club - the process is simple!

ASCWU Recognized Clubs
Accounting Club
Actuarial Science Club
Advertising Club
Alpha Kappa Psi
American Home Economics Association
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
American Society of Safety Engineers
Apparel Marketing Club
Art Club
Asian & Pacific Islander Student Union
Association of Construction Managers
Association of Stock Car Auto Racing
B.A.C.C.H.U.S.
Baptist Student Ministries
Bowling Club
Business and Economics Club
Campus Ambassadors
Catholic Campus Ministry
Central Christian Fellowship
Circle K International

CMA Salt Co.
CWU Cycling Club
Delta Epsilon Chi
Central Gay & Lesbian Alliance
Geography Club
Home Builder's Association
Human Rights Council
Institute of Electrica~ and Electronic Engineers
International Association of Jazz Educators
International Business Club
Investment Club
Latter Day Saint Student Association
Marketing Club
MEChA (Movlmiento Estudiantil Chicanos De Azatlan)
Music Educators National Conference
Native American Council
Non-Traditional Student Coalition
CWU Nutrition Club
P.E. I Fitness Club
Phi Alpha Theta

Phi Beta Lambda
Political Science Association
CWU Powder Hounds
Public Relations Student Society of America
Residence Hall Council
Re-Entry Club/ST RAT A
CWU Rifle Marksmanship Club
CWU Men's Rugby
Central Science Fiction & Fantasy Club
Society of Human Resource Management
Society of Physics Students
Society of Women Engineers
S.T.E.P.S.
Student Associatjon of Fashion Designers
Student Council for Exceptional Children
Tourism and Resort Association of Central
Association of United States Army
Washington Intercollegiate State Legislatura
Women's Rugby Club
Young Life

If you are interested in joining a club, forming a new club, or want more information, please ·call the
B.O.D. office at 963-1693, or stop by in SUB 106.

Pick Up Your

Electi~n

Packets Now!

Available In SUB 214. Filing Ends April 21.
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
SUB 106
963-1693

Award-Winning
Hometown Pizza

MAKE
MAMA
HAPPY

pizza
place
In the Plaza
716 E. 8th Ellensburg

Students
Welcome!

pizza
place

We have games! Monopoly, Life,
.Clue, Battleship, &
Rummikub-Give-us yoi:r
suggestions!

FRAZZINI'~

PIZZA!

We also have darts

..................................................
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Large Pizza (16")
Medium Price

EXPIRES June 12, 1992

•

Frazzini's Pizza Place

•

II
I
I
I

DINE IN • CARRY OUT
FAST • SAFE DELIVERY

I

I

: : $3.00 OFF
: :ANYLARGE(16")PIZZA
I
I
I
I
I

I I
1
•
I I
I •

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

$2.00 OFF :
ANYMEDIUM(13")PIZZA

DINE IN • CARRY OUT
FAST • SAFE DELIVERY

EXPIRES June 12, 1992

Frazzini's Pizza Place
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

:
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I
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I
1
I

I

-······················· -·······················
..................................................
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Buy One 3-ltem Medium
Pizza at $7 .99 and get a
second pizza of equal value
for $4.00!

: :
: 1
• :
: •
I
I
I
I
1

EXPIRESJunel2,1992

:

Frazzini's Pizza Place

•

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

-

I
I
I
I
:

l •

All You Can Eat! ::
Reg. $4.99--With coupon Just

$4.49

EXPIRESJunel2,1992

Frazzini's Pizza Place
OFFER GOOD ANY TUESDAY, 5 PM-7 PM

•
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1
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